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Remarks:

In Geneva, the kitchen counts as a room.

The descriptions given and in particular the surface areas mentioned only provide a general guide and are not
intended to be used as contractual reference.

In addition, our service specialising in SALES DEPARTMENT can offer you luxury villas and apartments. (Tél. 058
810 30 20)

SOCIÉTÉ PRIVÉE DE GÉRANCE SA

Although it has been carefully checked, the information contained herein does not engage the liability of Groupe SPG-RYTZ.
The items exhibited are communicated with customary reserve, and on the proviso that they are not the subject of a lease
agreement in the meantime. © Copying whether in whole or in part, plagiarism or reproduction, irrespective of the medium, of
any of the information contained herein, without the prior consent of Groupe SPG-RYTZ is liable to prosecution.  
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 Charming house - Dardagny - Au coeur du village de Dardagny

Rooms : 6 Price : 1'800'000 CHF

Surface : 0 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 4041185

Geneva countryside With character

Garden

 House - Troinex - Villa jumelée

Rooms : 5 Price : 1'850'000 CHF

Surface : 231 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 4142445

Veranda Outdoor parking lot and double garage

Gas heating

 New house - Vandoeuvres - Emplacement idéal, proche commodités

Rooms : 0 Price : 2'690'000 CHF

Surface : 208.9 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 4155477

Spread over two floors + basement As new

Garden
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 Family-friendly house - Bernex - Ancienne maison forte datant de 1535

Rooms : 8 Price : 3'190'000 CHF

Surface : 360 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 4093453

Spread over three floors + basement Double garage

Double garage

 Delightful house - Bernex - Sur le coteau de Bernex

Rooms : 7 Price : 3'690'000 CHF

Surface : 0 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 3940323

Bucolic rural setting Geneva countryside

Classic charm Garden, terrace and swimming pool

Double garage

 Great house - Le Grand-Saconnex - Villa idéalement située, proche des grands axes

Rooms : 8 Price : 3'800'000 CHF

Surface : 330 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 3390609

Grand-Saconnex / Airport Close to amenities

Spread over two floors + basement Quality materials

Very good condition Garden

Terrace
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Superb village house - Aire-la-Ville

Rooms : 12 Price : 4'800'000 CHF

Surface : 460 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 3568143

In the heart of the village of Aire-la-Ville, this superb village house will dazzle you with the quality of its renovation
(ASS Architects) and the charm of its interior and exterior architecture.
Perfectly renovated and regularly maintained, one can admire today a perfect harmony between the authenticity of
the past and the contemporary comfort.
Probably dating from the beginning of the 18th century, part of the main house and part of the annex house were
originally a Huguenot church. The superb height under the roof makes it possible to realize this.

Many architectural elements of the period are still visible: lintels of doors in brace, cupboards in stone of molasse,
tomettes and tiles of Burgundy, etc. A charming patio features a lovely herb garden and a pond/fountain. They
surround a pleasant space for lunch or relaxation and allow access to a period cellar.

A family home par excellence or equally suitable for an ambassador, the house has several reception rooms and 6
bedrooms.

An adjacent house is also available for sale (only sold together though).
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Village house with its annex - Aire-la-Ville

Rooms : 18 Price : On request

Surface : 600 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 3568155

In the heart of the village of Aire-la-Ville, this superb village house will dazzle you with the quality of its renovation
(ASS Architects) and the charm of its interior and exterior architecture.
It also benefits from an adjacent house, guest house or possible extension.

Perfectly renovated and regularly maintained, one can admire today a perfect harmony between the authenticity of
the past and the contemporary comfort.
Probably dating from the beginning of the 18th century, part of the main house and part of the annex house were
originally a Huguenot church. The superb height under the roof makes it possible to realize this.
Many architectural elements of the period are still visible: lintels of doors in brace, cupboards in stone of molasse,
tomettes and tiles of Burgundy, etc.

A charming patio features a lovely herb garden and a pond/fountain. They surround a pleasant space for lunch or
relaxation and allow access to a period cellar.
A family home par excellence or equally suitable for an ambassador, the house has several reception rooms and 6
bedrooms in the main house and 2 more in the adjoining house.

The adjacent house has the same characteristics in terms of spirit combining the old and the contemporary, with a
bolder use of glass and surprising architectural elements.

Beautiful family house in Chêne-Bougeries - Chêne-Bougeries

Rooms : 0 Price : 7'000'000 CHF

Surface : 400 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 4220527

Located in the commune of Chêne-Bougeries, this magnificent property is built on a beautiful plot of more than
3,700 sq.m., entirely fenced in, and is close to all amenities (schools, swimming pool, shopping centre, public
transport).
Currently divided into three dwellings, this house of character built in 1881 offers a usable area of 500 m2 spread
over 4 levels.

The plot is located in the « villa zone », and although it was assessed as interesting by the canton's architectural
census, the building offers magnificent potential for renovation or even extension.
The garden has a swimming pool and a pond, a vegetable garden and groves of greenery. Finally, four enclosed
garages help to isolate this property from all nuisances.

You will be delighted by the charm and potential of this property.
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Sumptuous townhouse - Genève

Rooms : 10 Price : 8'900'000 CHF

Surface : 450 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 3636911

Ideal for a family; Located in the heart of the city in the sought-after Malagnou district and close to the Ecolint', this
rare property is built on a pleasant plot of more than 1'250m2 and enjoys a surface area of approximately 450m2 of
living space. It is a real town house whose character and charm have been preserved following the latest
renovations.
The garden is richly planted with trees and landscaped, bringing privacy and a softness of life incomparable to the
city center.
On the first floor, an entrance hall and its vestibule distribute the reception rooms, including a living room with
fireplace opening onto an old covered terrace converted into a veranda, a dining room, a large veranda and a
kitchen with an independent entrance. A guest toilet completes this level.
The floors are intended for the night part and receive on the 1st floor: a parental suite with its complete bathroom
and its dressing room, as well as two other large bedrooms. On the second floor, 4 bedrooms, as well as a
bathroom and a shower room. 
The lower ground floor has a large indoor swimming pool with its shower room and toilet (direct access to the
garden).
The basement is composed of a large room that can be used as a playroom, a large cellar, a laundry room,
technical rooms and a carnotzet. 
A beautiful terrace will allow you to relax fully while enjoying this prime location.
In annex: a garage for two cars.
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Charming family house near the lake - Collonge-Bellerive

Rooms : 10 Price : 8'950'000 CHF

Surface : 331.2 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 4186393

This family house of 510m2 facing south-west, in a prestigious road of Collonge-Bellerive, is ideally positioned on
the plot of about 1600 m2.

This plot is beautifully planted with trees, which gives it an absolute charm.

The main house has, on the ground floor, bright and generous rooms. There is a dining room that can
accommodate 16 people, a kitchen with an independent access, a visitor's toilet with cloakroom, a large office, a
TV lounge and a large living room opening onto a heated veranda and the terrace.

On the first floor, there is a very high ceiling, a large en suite master of 50m2 opening onto a terrace with view on
the lake. There are also two other beautiful bedrooms with their own bathroom.
In the basement, there is a beautiful independent studio, open to the garden, with its kitchen and bathroom. A
vault, various storerooms, a wine cellar, a technical room for the swimming pool and a large playroom complete
this basement.

The exteriors are well cared for, with a large pool and shower, three sheds and an independent studio for the staff.
A large covered area can accommodate two cars.

It has a heat pump and photovoltaic panels.
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Magnificent lake view villa - Rive gauche

Rooms : 12 Price : 9'300'000 CHF

Surface : 385 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 3417600

Magnificent villa of approximately 385 m2, built on 2 separate levels that can be easily joined together, this
contemporary villa offers a stunning view of Lake Geneva.

The lower ground floor of 165 m2 offers a living room opening on the terrace with an exceptional lake view, a
kitchen open on the dining room, a master bedroom with dressing room and en suite bathroom, a second bedroom
with shower room and a separate toilet.

On the upper ground floor : a living room open onto a terrace overlooking the lake, a kitchen, a dining room and 2
bedrooms ensuite.

Basement of 85 m2 with fitness room, laundry room, cellar and boiler room.

Swimming pool mirror 4m * 10 m and building permission available to add 2 more garages.
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Property with Master house - Rhône-Arve

Rooms : 12 Price : On request

Surface : 550 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 3379579

This magnificent property, ideally located on the city’s doorstep, benefits from a landscaped plot of more than two
hectares. Its location near a delightful country village, 15 minutes from the airport and 10 minutes from the city
center, is easy to reach and has all the infrastructure needed for a family life. The building, which was constructed
in 1906 and then entirely renovated in 2005, offers 650 sq.m. with some superb reception rooms on the ground
floor, divided between different lounges and living rooms with fireplaces and verandas. A spacious entrance hall, a
kitchen and a dining room with terrace, round off this level, which opens onto the garden.

The first floor accommodates a spacious landing with a library and two en-suite bedrooms, one of which with a
fireplace, terraces and 2 dressing rooms. Beneath the rafters, a large room with visible beams opens onto three
other bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms.
The basement benefits from a large storage room, a wine cellar, a large safe, a laundry-linen room and a technical
room with boiler room.

The outbuilding, with its 400 sq.m., was originally a stable. Today it accommodates a garage for two cars, a
workshop, a saddlery and a stable as well as giving access to the basement.
On its upper floor, this building benefits from a 5-room staff apartment with 3 bedrooms, a bathroom and an
equipped kitchen, open on the living area. A second part of the first floor, above the stable, is unoccupied and can
be converted. A cellar in the basement completes this outbuilding.

The large garden is divided into two parts, on either side of the house. On one side, there is a beautiful treed park
with a vegetable garden, a pond and a gate giving direct access to the village. On the other side, one can enjoy a
magnificent orchard of more than one hectare, consisting mainly of apple trees.
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Magnificent contemporary villa - Rive gauche

Rooms : 10 Price : 14'000'000 CHF

Surface : 560 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 3466090

Sublime property with large volumes and clean lines combining comfort and modernity. The interior spaces of the
reception rooms merge with the exterior giving a feeling of openness and freedom. Art is an integral part of this
property. Beautiful plot of 2'500 m2, with heated swimming pool of 5x14 meters, located in a green environment
bordering agricultural fields and residential area; not far from the Geneva golf club and a few minutes from
Geneva.

The first floor includes a beautiful entrance with guest toilet and checkroom giving access to the different living
rooms including a reception room with 6 meters high ceiling, a spacious kitchen with dining room as well as
different rooms such as a library, an office, a central lounge. Also on this level is a reception dining room with a
total opening to the outside, a bedroom with en suite bathroom as well as a checkroom and a shower room for the
pool.

On the first floor, a mezzanine corridor leads to the bedrooms, including a master suite with central fireplace and
private balcony, and 3 other bedrooms, each with its own bathroom and balcony or terrace.

The basement has a large room with a gym, a relaxation area, a beautiful central wine cellar, a laundry room and
the technical room. A staff apartment is as well located on this level.
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Beautiful master property - Campagne genevoise - Rive Gauche

Rooms : 16 Price : 14'800'000 CHF

Surface : 900 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 3417602

In a green setting, this majestic old Tuscan-style residence of about 900 sq.m, built in 1626 has been completely
transformed and renovated with high-end materials. A complex and demanding project between conservation of
heritage and modernity, while keeping its soul and cachet of yesteryear.
In perfect harmony, this building brings together various spaces with different atmospheres and offers 16 rooms
including several living rooms, 3 kitchens and 6 bedrooms.
On the first floor, the entrance hall with its majestic staircase distributes on the one hand a beautiful summer
kitchen and its covered terrace with barbecue corner, a wine cellar and the laundry room, and on the other hand,
an apartment made up of a living room, a kitchen, 2 bedrooms, an office, 3 bathrooms, as well as a charming
private yard. A room that can be used as a fitness room is located on this floor.
The first floor hosts the reception rooms, including the vast cathedral lounge with its exposed beams, fireplace and
terrace, followed by a second lounge area, a warm dining room and a large fully equipped professional Bulthaup
kitchen. A lovely library with fireplace and terrace, an office that can be used as a bedroom and a guest toilet
complete this level.
The second floor leads to a large mezzanine/TV room bathed in light, two large bedrooms with bathroom and
dressing room, one of which has a mezzanine, then a master suite with a private entrance, a shoe and bag
dressing room, a very large dressing room as well as a bathroom en suite, separate toilet and mezzanine.
Note that a second staircase serves all floors and can be approved as an elevator.
The landscaped park of about 5'000 sq.m includes magnificent century-old trees and various species, beautiful
terraces, a large heated swimming pool and a parking lot for several cars. you will also find an independent studio
with its bathroom, which can be used as a pool-house, as well as a large cellar which can be converted.
The entire property, as well as the exterior spaces, are protected by numerous cameras and presence detectors,
all under alarm and connected to a surveillance company.
Combining cachet, elegance, luxury and comfort, this residence will meet the expectations of the most demanding
but also lovers of old stones.
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Modern house in Conches - Conches

Rooms : 0 Price : On request

Surface : 500 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 3598502

Located in an ideal area, this modern villa of 500m2 with swimming pool is close to all amenities and enjoys an
extraordinary brightness.

The ground floor includes a very large living room with dining room bathed in light, as well as a separate kitchen,
fully equipped with direct access from the garage.

The second floor has 3 beautiful bedrooms en suite, including a large master bedroom with dressing room. They
all benefit from a southern orientation with a nice view on the garden.

The basement, entirely excavated, also includes two en suite bedrooms as well as a beautiful living room with a
kitchen and a bar. This floor also has a fitness room.

The exterior with its 1'126m2 plot, is extremely well landscaped and continuously maintained. It benefits from a
magnificent modern swimming pool and a smoking room at the bottom of the garden.
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Lovely family house in town - Champel

Rooms : 14 Price : On request

Surface : 850 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 3907163

This discreet and large family house is ideally located in the Champel area. 
The plot has several buildings, all facing south. 

The main house dating from 1830, entirely renovated in 2009, has a surface of about 600 m2 on 3 floors. 

On the groundfloor, you will appreciate the 3 living rooms, a beautiful dining room and the large family kitchen. The
circulation is optimal, the rooms are large, bright and open. 
On the first floor, there is a large master bedroom with its two dressing rooms, its living room, its large bathroom
and its terrace. There are two other children's bedrooms sharing a bathroom. A small living room and a laundry
room complete this floor.
On the second floor, there are two en suite bedrooms, one of which has a south-facing terrace. The ceiling offers
multiple possibilities for further storage. 

There is space for an elevator if desired. 

In the outbuilding, of 250 m2 on two levels, there are two shower rooms and three rooms, one of which is used as
a fitness room. 
Part of it is dedicated to the relaxation area of the indoor pool. 
A garage for three cars is discreetly located at the bottom of the garden. 

The property is harmoniously planted with trees, offering an exceptional style to this townhouse.

Beautiful waterfront property - Rive droite

Rooms : 11 Price : On request

Surface : 700 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 3516579

Beautiful waterfront property with private pontoon located in Versoix, on the right bank.

Sheltered from prying eyes, the access to the property is done by an elegant drive way.
The 6'000m2 plot of land is home to a contemporary house with great potential offering numerous bedrooms as
well as an independent part for guests.
The reception rooms are generous and have high ceilings. 

At the edge of the lake, a small outbuilding can be used all summer long to enjoy the lake. 

We are at your disposal for a visit of this unique property.
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Luxurious 18th century property - Choulex

Rooms : 20 Price : On request

Surface : 1020 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 4174021

This luxurious property located in the Geneva countryside of the XVIIIth century has been totally renovated in 2010
with great elegance, exceptional choice of materials bringing a unique architectural ensemble. Located in a quiet
and private environment, 12 minutes from the center of Geneva, this fortified house combines with talent comfort
and modernism, exceptional volumes and authenticity.
The park was designed by landscape architects and offers an exceptional atmosphere. It gives off a deep feeling
of serenity. The property benefits from an absolute security with an efficient home alarm system.
Designed with care and detail, the main property consists of numerous reception rooms connected by a splendid
veranda, all served by an elevator. The night area has 7 bedrooms as well as a parental space including a
spacious suite, two dressing rooms and two bathrooms. All these rooms on the ground floor are oriented on the
terrace and the garden. A keeper's house completes the property, and offers two additional bedrooms. The old
stable has been transformed into a sublime covered swimming pool, with large windows giving directly onto the
outside, a spa area, perfectly equipped with hammam and shower completes this superb space for leisure and
relaxation.
An adjoining orchard of 1,000 m2 with apple, pear and other fruit trees completes the ensemble.
Two garages and numerous outdoor spaces can accommodate guests.
This property will seduce the amateurs of charm and authenticity.

One of the most beautiful views of the lake and the Jura - Cologny

Rooms : 10 Price : On request

Surface : 430 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 4364061

This spacious property built in the 80's, is located on a plot of more than 2'100m2 ideally located on the very
popular hillside of Cologny. Offering a panoramic view, this property has been designed to optimize the view of
Lake Geneva and the Jura.

The villa is spread over 2 levels for a useful surface of approximately 730 m2, it is composed on the upper floor: an
entrance, a large family kitchen, a dining room, a large living room with fireplace and a master bedroom with
double dressing room and bathroom. On the lower floor: 4 bedrooms with dressing rooms and bathrooms and an
independent studio.
Some renovation is required and there is a possibility to extend the house by 130 m2.

The garden has been carefully landscaped and has a swimming pool.
This exceptional property is ideal for its location a few minutes from the lake, without vis-a-vis and without
nuisances.
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Exceptional estate full of history - Rive gauche

Rooms : 20 Price : On request

Surface : 950 m2 Available from : a convenir

Object Id : 3410344

Rare on the market…

Located on the left bank, this exceptional estate, steeped in history, spread over a plot of approximately 7,100 m2,
enjoys a wonderful tree-lined garden forming a lush green setting, with a magnificent unobstructed view of the
lake. and the Jura.
The property consists of a mansion erected at the beginning of the 18th century, with beautiful elegant and classic
proportions. The environment is preserved and offers an ideal living environment close to all amenities, including
the Geneva golf club.

The mansion has approximately 950 m2 of living space divided into 20 rooms including magnificent reception
rooms in a row, 10 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms and 2 bedrooms for the staff, distributed on three levels above ground.
The building is fully excavated with beautiful vaulted cellars.

The property has exterior features that blend into the site. The park, regularly maintained, enjoys a large
arborization with many species, guaranteeing an exclusive and private character to this area. A small swimming
pool and a garage for two cars complete the park.

Full of history, this unique property is one of the jewels of Geneva's heritage with unspoiled authentic charm.
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Beautiful waterfront property - Rive gauche

Rooms : 17 Price : On request

Surface : 1000 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 3284162

This huge property was built on a large park with beautiful trees of more than 11'000 m². Completely sheltered
from view, you will be immediately seduced after passing through the large gate which will take you along a long
paved path to this imposing villa of about 1'400 m² useful space, spread over two floors and basement.
On the ground floor are: entrance hall, guest toilet with cloakroom, a large main living room with a view of the lake
adjoining a dining room, day room, kitchen with meal corner and a large office with a billiards room.
This level also includes a heated pool, hammam, sauna and staff apartment with bedroom, kitchen and bathroom.
An elevator leads to the first floor. This includes a further staff apartment, the master suite with adjoining dressing
and bathrooms, 4 bedrooms with mezzanines and adjoining bathrooms.
In the basement are a fitness room, laundry, technical installations, games room and wine cellar with reception /
tasting area.
The materials used are of high quality, including marble and oak floors. The outdoor facilities will make you feel the
space while guaranteeing total privacy. The multiple ambient floral species and the large terraces facing the lake
will delight lovers of tranquillity. In addition, the lakeside offers a breathtaking view of Geneva and the Jet d'Eau,
with a large boat garage and a private pontoon.

 Exceptional house - Gy - Campagne Genevoise

Rooms : 23 Price : On request

Surface : 1500 m2 Available from : immediatement

Object Id : 3942831

Quiet and privileged environment

Nestled in the canton of Geneva, this magnificent and exceptional historic residence (in the inventory) dating from
the 16th century is about 11 km from the city.
Nobly situated on agricultural land in the middle of oaks and walnut trees, this beautiful estate of approximately 50
hectares (including 4 hectares exempted) includes 2 hectares of forest, 4 of vineyards, 1 of garden and orchard
and 43 of farmland.
Facing the courtyard of the castle, there are completely renovated annexes for friends or staff, as well as
magnificent outbuildings such as: Orangery, Listed Chapel dating from 1700, Pavilions and garden sheds,
Greenhouse, Stables, Garages and heated swimming pool adorning these timeless places.
A farm with 2 large barns located towards one of the entrances.
The house has an alarm, oil heating (2014), pipes and electricity redone for the annexes, insulated roof, automatic
watering, outdoor parking spaces.

For reasons of confidentiality, additional information is only available on request.
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